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About This Content

The Su-27, NATO codename Flanker, is one of the pillars of modern-day Russian combat aviation. Built to counter the
American F-15 Eagle, the Flanker is a twin-engine, supersonic, highly maneuverable air superiority fighter. The Flanker is

equally capable of engaging targets well beyond visual range as it is in a dogfight given its amazing slow speed and high angle
attack maneuverability. Using its radar and stealthy infrared search and track system, the Flanker can employ a wide array of

radar and infrared guided missiles. The Flanker also includes a helmet-mounted sight that allows you to simply look at a target
to lock it up! In addition to its powerful air-to-air capabilities, the Flanker can also be armed with bombs and unguided rockets

to fulfil a secondary ground attack role.

Su-27 for DCS World focuses on ease of use without complicated cockpit interaction, significantly reducing the learning curve.
As such, Su-27 for DCS World features keyboard and joystick cockpit commands with a focus on the most mission critical of

cockpit systems.

Key Features of the Su-27 for DCS World:

A professional level flight model provides unmatched flight physics that allow you to truly feel what it's like to fly this
amazing aircraft.

Perform the “cobra” and other “out of the envelope” maneuvers.

Highly detailed, six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) cockpit.
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Accurate Su-27 Flanker model, squadron markings, and weapons.

Battle the F-15C head-to-head.
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Title: Su-27 for DCS World
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 60 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c - compatible

Additional Notes: Requires DCS World and internet activation.

English,Russian,German,Simplified Chinese,Czech
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su-27 for dcs world. su-27 for dcs world download

This is one of the best fighters to get started with in DCS World. The pit isn't clickable, which makes it much easier to learn, but
it does have the reworked "Professional Flight Model", meaning that the sensors and operation are simplified, but the flight
modelling of the plane is on the level of the full modules.

It's also one of the only FC3 level planes with good tutorial missions. If you follow those you should be able to fly it well in
about a week. IMO, it's also a better choice than the F-15C to start out with, as the F-15C has a more cluttered and harder
interface, which might distract you during combat. If you'd like to do air-to-air refuelling and carrier ops, think about getting the
Su-33 instead, which is a bit more sluggish but also carries more weapons and is carrier-capable.

Overall, I'd recommend getting the Flaming Cliffs 3 module entirely, but if I had to pick a single plane out of it, I'd pick this
one.
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